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C

apitalizing on the tremendous
per formance gains of turbo
codes and the turbo decoding
algorithm, turbo equalization is
an iterative equalization and decoding
technique that can achieve equally impressive performance gains for communication
systems that send digital data over channels that require equalization, i.e., those
that suffer from intersymbol interference
(ISI). In this article, we discuss the turbo
equalization approach to coded data transmission over ISI channels, with an emphasis on the basic ideas and some of the
practical details. The original system introduced by Douillard et al. can be viewed as
an extension of the turbo decoding algorithm by considering the effect of the ISI
channel as another form of error protection, i.e., as a rate-1 convolutional code.
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Background and Organization
Graphical models for turbo codes (and lowdensity, parity-check (LDPC) codes), together with the various iterative algorithms for
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decoding them, have provided substantial insights into the
dramatic performance improvements achievable through
their use [1]–[4]. For an overview about graphical models,
we also refer to [5]. The flurry of research in related topics
over the last decade has produced a number of communications and signal-processing algorithms that leverage
turbo decoding approaches to provide similar gains in performance for a wide array of problems [6]–[14]. The original system introduced in [9] leveraged the ideas of the
turbo decoding algorithm to the related problem of equalization and decoding. We seek to provide an overview of
the turbo equalization approach, with an algorithmic
description and intuitive explanation of each of the steps
involved in designing such a communication system.
In the following section, we provide a brief overview
of the turbo equalization approach. Then, we present a
basic system model for a coded data transmission system together with a notional system example. Next,
optimal detection strategies are discussed, followed by
separate equalization and decoding methods. The
turbo equalization algorithm is described in more
detail, together with some measures of system performance for our example. Extensions and concluding
remarks are presented in the last section.

not only this data but also additional redundant information that can be used to protect the data of interest in the
event of errors during transmission. There are a wide
variety of practical methods for introducing such redundancy in the form of an error control code (ECC) (also
referred to as forward error correction); however, we will
assume that a convolutional code is used for our purposes. The goal of forward error correction is to protect the
data from the possibility of random single-bit errors or
short bursts of errors that might occur in the data stream
as a result of additive noise in the transmission or receiver
errors. To ensure that such errors appear random and to
avoid long error bursts, an interleaver is used to randomize the order of the code bits prior to transmission. This
process is completely reversible and is simply mirrored in
the receiver. Finally, the permuted code bits are then converted into electrical signal levels that can be modulated
either at baseband or onto a carrier for transmission over
a passband channel. Such modulation could take a variety
of forms in such diverse applications as wired or wireless
transmission, optical communications, optical data storage, magnetic recording, or even acoustic communication systems. The process of mapping binary code bits
into channel symbols suitable for modulation is depicted
by the mapper in Figure 1.
The traditional methods of data protection used in
Overview
ECC do not work well when the channel over which
In this section, we provide a high-level overview of
the data is sent introduces additional distortions in the
turbo equalization, placing an emphasis on the conform of ISI. When the channel is bandlimited or for
cepts involved and delay a more mathematical developother reasons is dispersive in nature, then the receiver
ment to subsequent sections of the article. The focus of
will, in general, need to compensate for the channel
our discussion will be the communication link depicted
effects prior to employing a standard decoding algoin Figure 1, which contains a system configuration for a
rithm for the ECC. Such methods for channel compendigital transmitter as part of a communication link.
sation are typically referred to as channel equalization.
These basic elements are contained in most practical
Even when the actual transmission medium is nondiscommunication systems and are essential components
persive, often the transmit-and-receive filtering that
of a transmitter such that turbo equalization can be
takes place in a practical system gives rise to sufficient
used in the receiver.
ISI such that equalization becomes necessary.
The role of the encoder, which is the first block in
Given observations of the received data, the receiver
Figure 1(a), is to take the binary data sequence to be
now has essentially one task to complete: estimate the
transmitted as input and produce an output that contains
data that was transmitted. To do
this optimally, in terms of minimizak
aˆk
aˆk
aˆk
ing the bit error rate (BER), the
Decoder
receiver must find the set of transEncoder
Decoder
s(bk)
mitted bits that are most probable,
bk
s(bk)
bˆ k
– s′(bk)
given knowledge of the complex staInterleaver
Deinterleaver
Deinterleaver Interleaver
tistical relationship between the
ck
s(ck)
cˆk
s(ck) –
observations and the transmitted
Mapper
Demapper
bits. Such a receiver, as depicted in
s′(ck)
xk
s(xk)
xˆk
Mapper
Figure 1(b) as receiver A, takes into
Demapper
Channel
Optimal Detector Equalizer/Detector
Equalizer/Detector
account the ECC, the interleaver,
yk
yk
yk
yk
the symbol mapping, and knowlSystem
Receiver A
Receiver B
Receiver C
edge of the channel. With so many
Configuration
factors involved, the resulting statis(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
tical relationship rapidly becomes
difficult to manage in an efficient
▲ 1. System configuration and three receiver structures: the optimal detector (receiver A),
manner. As such, in most practical
one-time equalization and decoding using hard or soft decisions (receiver B),
systems, receiver A is simply infeasiand turbo equalization (receiver C).
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ble, as it amounts to essentially trying to fit all possible
sequences of transmitted bits to the received data, a
task whose complexity grows exponentially in the
length of the data transmitted.
The way that most practical receivers have been
designed is to first process the received observations to
account for the effects of the channel and to make estimates of the transmitted channel symbols that best fit
the observed data. A number of criteria for performance have been used for such equalizers, ranging from
those attempting to simply invert the channel (socalled zero forcing equalizers) to linear and nonlinear
equalizers based on minimizing a mean-squared error
(MSE) metric to even those that are symbol-error-rate
(SER) optimal by maximizing the likelihood of the
observations given the channel and data model. These
equalization methods constitute the first step in receiver B from Figure 1(c). Once the transmitted channel
symbols have been estimated, they can be demapped
into their associated code bits, deinterleaved, and then
decoded using a BER optimal decoder for the ECC.
The most straightforward way to implement this separate equalization and decoding process is for the equalizer to make hard decisions as to which sequence of
channel symbols were transmitted and for these hard
decisions to be mapped into their constituent binary
code bits. These binary code bits can then be processed
with the decoder for the ECC. The process of making
hard decisions on the channel symbols actually destroys
information pertaining to how likely each of the possible channel symbols might have been, however. This
additional “soft” information can be converted into
probabilities that each of the received code bits takes
on the value of zero or one that, after deinterleaving, is
precisely the form of information that can be exploited
by a BER optimal decoding algorithm. Many practical
systems use this form of soft-input error control decoding by passing soft information between an equalizer
and decoding algorithm.
The remarkable performance of turbo codes makes
it clear that the soft information need not only flow in
one direction. Once the error control decoding algorithm processes the soft information it can, in turn,
generate its own soft information indicating the relative
likelihood of each of the transmitted bits. This soft
information from the decoder could then be properly
interleaved and taken into account in the equalization
process, creating a feedback loop between the equalizer
and decoder, through which each of the constituent
algorithms communicates its beliefs about the relative
likelihood that each given bit takes on a particular
value. This process is often termed “belief propagation” or “message passing” and has a number of
important connections to methods in artificial intelligence, statistical inference, and graphical learning theory. The feedback loop structure described here and
depicted in receiver C in Figure 1(d) is essentially the
process of turbo equalization.
JANUARY 2004

The flurry of research in related
topics over the last decade has
produced a number of
communications and SP
algorithms that leverage turbo
decoding approaches to provide
similar gains in performance
for a wide array of problems.
While the process of equalization and decoding
through the feedback loop structure of receiver C is
essentially complete, it is important to consider the
effect that the soft information generated from one bit
in one of the constituent algorithms (equalizer or
decoder) will have on other bits in the other constituent algorithm. When processing soft information
as an input to the equalizer or decoder, it is assumed
that the soft information about each bit (or channel
symbol) is an independent piece of information. This
enables simple, fast algorithms to be used for each of
the equalizer and decoder. If the decoder formulates its
soft information about a given bit, based on soft information provided to it from the equalizer about exactly
the same bit, then the equalizer cannot consider this
information to be independent of its channel observations. In effect, this would create a feedback loop in the
overall process of length two: the equalizer informs the
decoder about a given bit, and then the decoder simply
reinforms the equalizer what it already knows. To avoid
such short cycles in the feedback and in hopes of avoiding local minima and limit cycle behavior in the
process, when soft information is passed between constituent algorithms, such information is never formed
based on the information passed into the algorithm
concerning the same bit. Basically, this amounts to the
equalizer only telling the decoder new information
about a given bit based on information it gathered
from distant parts of the received signal (thanks to the
interleaver). Similarly, the decoder only tells the equalizer information it gathered from distant parts of the
encoded bit stream. As a result, the iterative equalization and decoding process can continue for many iterations before cycles are introduced, which eventually
limits further improvements. This process of only passing “extrinsic information” between constituent
decoders is essential to the performance of turbo
decoding algorithms.

System Model
We begin with the goal of any communication system,
which is to reliably transmit data over a given channel. As
depicted in the transmission model in Figure 1(a), the
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job of the transmitter is to send a stream of K binary data
ak , k = 1, 2, . . . , K , over the channel in a manner that
will enable a receiver to correctly recover the original data
stream with high probability. This is done in several steps.
First, the binary data is protected from potential errors in
the transmission process by introducing redundancy in
the form of an ECC, producing a longer sequence of N
(binary) code bits b k , k = 1, 2, . . . ,N . We are interested
in the case of binary codes, i.e., the alphabet of the ak
and the b k is {0, 1} and addition (using the sign ⊕) and
multiplication are performed modulo-2.
The rate R = K /N of the code, which lies between
zero and one, specifies the amount of added redundant
information. In this article, we use a rate-1/2 convolutional code given by the generator (1+D 2 1+D +D 2 )
[15]. With this rate, K data bits ak are encoded to 2K
code bits b k . Thus, the redundant information are K
extra code bits. An encoder circuit for this code is
depicted in Figure 2. We assume that the two delay elements in this circuit are zero at the beginning of the
encoding process (time k = 0) and at the end (time
k = K ). Obviously, the last two data bits aK −1 and aK
must be fixed to zero to achieve the latter assumption,
which implies a small rate loss. This loss can be controlled by considering long sequences and can be
avoided with tail-biting encoding [16].
To improve the performance of the ECC by spreading out any burst errors that might occur in the channel, an interleaver is used to scramble the data sequence
b k , creating the binary sequence c k . The interleavers
used in this article are the so-called S -random interleavers [17]. They randomly spread the bits b k with the
only restriction that each pair in a group of S consecutive bits (b k , . . . , b k+S −1 ) must be at least S indices
apart after interleaving. Figure 3 depicts a three-random interleaver for 18 code bits.

ak

b2k–1
b2k

▲ 2. Encoder of a convolutional code, where each incoming data
bit ak yields two code bits (b 2k−1 , b 2k ) via b 2k−1 = a k ⊕ a k−2
and b 2k = a k ⊕ a k−1 ⊕ a k−2 .

b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 b10 b11 b12 b13 b14 b15 b16 b17 b18

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16 c17 c18
▲ 3. A 3-random interleaver for 18 code bits.
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The code bits c k need to be physically modulated
over the communication channel, which is typically
done by grouping together code bits c k into short
blocks of, say, q bits each and mapping them onto a
modulation waveform, or channel symbol, x k . The
modulation could be in the form of binary phase shift
keying (BPSK), where a given pulse shape is modulated
with either a +1 or −1, i.e., the bit c k ∈ {0, 1} is
mapped to a symbol x k as x k = (−1)c k . In this case,
q = 1. An example with q = 2 is quadrature phase shift
keying (QPSK) in which x k = (−1)c 2k−1 + j (−1)c 2k . Such
complex modulation symbols naturally arise in the context of passband communication systems, in which
magnitude and phase can be used to convey complex
values easily. For simplicity, we will focus here on BPSK
and refer to [13] for higher-order modulations.
The series of transmit pulse shapes modulated with
the symbols x k , k = 1, 2, . . . ,N , is transmitted over a
linear and time-invariant (or slowly time varying) communication channel with known channel impulse
response (CIR). A coherent symbol-spaced receiver
front end with precise knowledge of the signal phase
and symbol timing receives the transmitted waveforms,
which are distorted by the channel and by white
Gaussian noise added in the receiver front end. The
received waveforms are passed through the receive filter, which is matched to the transmit pulse shape and
the CIR. Sampling the receive filter output yields a
sequence of samples y k given by
y k = nk +

L


h l x k−l ,

k = 1, 2, . . . ,N ,

(1)

l =0

where the real-valued coefficients h l are the sampled
impulse response of the cascade of the transmit filter,
the channel, and the receive filter. This response is
assumed to be of finite length L +1, i.e. h l = 0, for
l > L . The symbols x k , k < 1, transmitted prior to x 1 ,
are assumed to be zero.
Using BPSK 
modulation yields that the x k and the
channel output Ll=0 h l x k−l are real valued such that it
suffices to consider only the real part of the noise
added in the receiver front end. Thus, provided that
the receive filter satisfies the Nyquist criterion, the
noise samples n k are independent and identically distributed (IID) real-valued Gaussian noise
√ samples distributed with p(n) = exp(−n 2 /(2σ 2 ))/ 2πσ 2 .
A tapped delay line circuit implementing the equivalent time-discrete model (1) for transmission of data in
a bandlimited, additive noise channel is depicted in
Figure 4 for L = 2. The example channel used in this
article is a length-three channel taken from [18], with
the coefficients h 0 = 0.407, h 1 = 0.815, h 2 = 0.407.
We will assume that these coefficients are known to the
receiver and do not vary in time. For this channel, the
channel law (1) can be expressed in matrix form
y = Hx+n, where the length-N vectors y and n and
the N × N matrix H are given by
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The symbols x k from the alphabet {+1, −1} have unit
average power which, at the receiver input, yields the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
L
|h l |2
1
signal power
= 2.
SNR =
= l =0 2
noise power
σ
σ
This transmission model gives rise to serious distortions
due to ISI. Nevertheless, the information theoretic limits of transmission through this channel are well understood [19]–[22]. For example, it is possible to
numerically compute the largest rate for which we can
transmit reliably over this channel given that the symbols x k are binary as well as independent and identically
distributed (IID) [21]. Given the BPSK alphabet
{+1, −1}, this rate is at most 1 bit per channel use.
This bound is attained when the SNR approaches ∞.
In our example, where R = 1/2 bits are transmitted per
channel use, an SNR of at least −1.6 dB is required for
reliable data transmission. The question to be answered
in the remainder of this article is therefore: How can
we design a receiver with tractable computational complexity, for a fixed finite sequence length N , that can
achieve a reasonably small error rate at an SNR as close
as possible to −1.6 dB?
It is the job of the receiver to estimate the data that
was transmitted, making use of knowledge of how the
channel has corrupted the data together with the available redundancy that has been introduced to protect
the data, in the form of the ECC. While the ECC alone
would protect the data from additive noise, when the
channel introduces ISI adjacent channel symbols are
smeared together, introducing additional dependencies
among the transmitted channel symbols. Generally, the
problem of mitigating the effects of an ISI channel on
the transmitted data is called “equalization” or “detection,” while the subsequent problem of recovering the
data bits from the equalized symbol stream, making use
of the ECC, is called “decoding.”
For complexity reasons, these problems have traditionally been considered separately, with limited interaction between the two blocks. As such, substantial
performance degradation is typically induced through
the separation of these inherently dependent tasks. The
main contribution of much of the work in turbo equalization to date has been to enable feasible approaches
to jointly solving the equalization and decoding tasks.
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As a result, the performance gap between an optimal
joint decoding and equalization and that achievable
through systems with practical complexity has been
narrowed in a manner similar to that of near Shannonlimit communications using turbo codes [23].

Optimal Detection
A natural starting point for the developments in this article is the optimal receiver achieving the minimum probability of error P (ak = âk ) for each data bit ak . It is well
known that this is achieved by setting âk to that value
a ∈ {0, 1}, which maximizes the a posteriori probability
(APP) P (ak = a|y) given the observed sequence y, i.e.,
âk = argmax P ak = a|y .

(2)

a∈{0,1}

An algorithm that achieves this task is commonly
referred to as a maximum a-posteriori probability
(MAP) algorithm, corresponding to “receiver A” in
Figure 1(b).
Where binary quantities are concerned, such as the
bits ak , it is convenient to work with log-likelihood
ratios (LLRs) rather than probabilities. The LLR for a
binary variable a is defined as
L (a) = ln

P (a = 0)
.
P (a = 1)

(3)

The LLR L (a) contains the same information as any
of the two probabilities for P (a = 0) or P (a = 1). In
particular, we find that the sign of L (a) determines
whether P (a = 0) is larger or smaller than P (a = 1) with
the special case P (a = 0) = P (a = 1) = 1/2 when
L (a) = 0. Similarly, we can define a conditional LLR of
a binary random variable a given y :
L (a|y ) = ln

P (a = 0|y )
.
P (a = 1|y )

(4)

Thus, the decision rule (2) can be written as
0, L ak |y ≥ 0
1, L ak |y < 0.

âk =

(5)

The main problem with the MAP approach is that
computing the APPs is computationally demanding,
since y depends on the entire sequence
a = (a1 a2 . . . aK )T of data bits ak as follows:
P ak = a|y =

P (a|y) =
∀a:ak =a

∀a:ak =a

p(y|a)P (a)
. (6)
p(y)

xk
nk
h0

h1

h2
yk

▲ 4. Tapped delay line circuit of the channel model (1) for L = 2.
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The probability P (a) is the a-priori probability of the
sequence a, which can be used in (6) to include knowledge about the source producing the bits ak . Usually,
the bits ak are assumed independent, i.e., the joint

probability P (a) factors as K
n=1 P (ak ). Applying the
APP decomposition in (6) and that of P (a) to the conditional LLR L (ak |y) yields the following:
K



∀a:a =0 p(y|a)
i =1 P (a i )
L ak |y = ln  k
K
∀a:ak =1 p(y|a)
i =1 P (a i )
K

i =1:i =k P (a i )
∀a:a =0 p(y|a)
= ln  k
+L (ak )
K
∀a:ak =1 p(y|a)
i =1:i =k P (a i )




= L ext ak |y + L (ak ).
(7)
The quantity L ext (ak |y) is the extrinsic information
about ak contained in y. It adds to the a priori information L (ak ) about ak . Extrinsic LLRs will play a crucial
role in the turbo equalization setup.
Since the bits ak are usually assumed to be uniformly
distributed, i.e., they take on the values 0 or 1 equally
likely, we have that L (ak ) = 0.
As seen in (6), receiver A is impractical for large
block lengths K because of the exponentially growing
number 2K of terms p(y|a). In certain special cases,
i.e., if the memory in the channel and in the interleaved coded sequence is only moderate, it is possible
to organize the computation in a significantly more
efficient fashion. Nevertheless, the number of operations per information bit grows exponentially in the
sum of channel and code memory, which in many
cases renders the problem intractable. In this situation,
turbo equalization offers suboptimal alternatives to the
optimal receiver, achieving comparable performance
while requiring significantly reduced complexity. We
will proceed by first developing the basic components
of a turbo equalizer in a setting that separates the
equalization and decoding tasks.

based methods and equalization methods based on linear filtering. Typical trellis-based approaches include
MAP symbol detection [24], [25] and maximum-likelihood (ML) sequence detection [18], [26]. A MAP
symbol detector simply applies rule (2) while ignoring
the effect of the code; i.e., it sets the symbol estimate
x̂ k to that symbol x from {+1, −1}, which maximizes
the APP P (x k = x |y).
An ML sequence detector computes an estimate x̂
of the entire sequence x, which maximizes the likelihood p(y|x). Both problems seem intractably complex because of the huge number of terms p(y|x) to
be summed up as in (6) or to be maximized over for
ML sequence detection. However, we will describe
here a trellis-based approach in particular for MAP
symbol detection to show that these problems can be
solved efficiently.
MAP Symbol Detection
Consider the tapped delay line model of the transmitter, channel, and receive filter depicted in Figure 4.
Assuming an impulse response length of L +1, the
tapped delay line contains L delay elements. Thus,
given a binary input alphabet {+1, −1} the channel can
be in one of 2L states r i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 2L , corresponding to the 2L different possible contents of the delay
elements. We denote by S = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r 2L } the set of
possible states. At each time instance k = 1, 2, . . . ,N
the state of the channel is a random variable s k ∈ S. It
is an important property of the memory present in the
system that, given s k , the state s k+1 can only assume
one of two values corresponding to a +1 or −1 being
fed into the tapped delay line at time k. The possible
evolution of states can thus be elegantly described in
form of a trellis diagram. Any path through the trellis
corresponds to a sequence of input and output symbols
read from the branch labels, where the output symbol
v k at time k is the noise-free output of the channel
model (1):
L

vk =

Separate Equalization and Decoding
Since a MAP algorithm for optimal joint equalization
and decoding is usually not feasible, a standard
approach to reducing the computational burden of the
receiver is to split the detection problem into the two
subproblems: equalization and decoding. This strategy
is illustrated in “receiver B” depicted in Figure 1. One
implementation communicates estimates x̂ k , cˆk , and b̂ k
from the same alphabet ({0, 1} or {−1, +1}) as x k , c k ,
and b k , respectively, from the equalizer to the decoder.
An alternative is to communicate reliability or soft
information s (x k ), s (c k ), and s (b k ), which provides
more information on the relative likelihood that x k , c k ,
or b k take on any particular value.
We will consider two distinct families of algorithms
for the subproblem of equalization, namely, trellis72

h l x k−l .
l =0

The trellis for the channel of Figure 4 is depicted
in Figure 5. A branch of the trellis is a four-tuple
(i, j, x i, j , v i, j ) such that state s k+1 = r j at time k + 1
can be reached from state s k = r i at time k with input
x k = x i, j and output v k = v i, j , where x i, j and v i, j are
uniquely identified by the index pair (i j ). The set of
all index pairs (i j ) corresponding to valid branches
is denoted B. For the trellis in Figure 5, the set B is
as follows:
B = (00), (01), (12), (13), (20), (21), (33), (32) .
The trellis description turns out to be extremely useful in computing the APPs P (x k |y). Motivated by our
approach of separating the equalization from the decod-
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ing task, we assume that the random
 variables
x k are IID, i.e., P (x) factors into N
k=1 P (x k )
and x k takes on values +1 and −1 equally
for all k. To derive an efficient algorithm to
compute P (x k |y), we start by computing
the probability that the transmitted
sequence path in the trellis contained the
branch (i, j, x i, j , v i, j ) at time k , i.e.,
P (s k = r i , s k+1 = r j |y). This APP can be computed efficiently with the forward/backward
algorithm [24], [27], which is based on a
suitable decomposition of the joint distribution p(s k , s k+1 , y) given by




p s k , s k+1 , y = p(y) · P s k , s k+1 |y .

(8)

r3

1/–

r1

r0

βk+1 (s k+1 )
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–1/0
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k
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5

1/0
–1/0

.81

15

0.8

–1/

r1

5

1/1.63

r0
k+2

y k = v k +n k , and from the noise distribution it follows
that p(y k |v k ) is given by


 √
p(y k |v k ) = exp − (y k − v k )2 / 2σ 2 / 2πσ 2 .
Next, we assemble the three probabilities α(s k ),
γk (s k , s k+1 ), and β(s k ) to obtain the APP P (x k = x |y).
All we need to accomplish this task is to sum the
branch APPs P (s k , s k+1 |y) over all branches that correspond to an input symbol x k = x , i.e.,


P s k = r i , s k+1 = r j |y . (13)

P (x k = x |y) =
(9)

∀s  ∈S

with the initial value α0 (s ) = P (s 0 = s ), the distribution
of the state at time k = 0. The term βk (s ) can be computed via the recursion
βk+1 (s  )γk (s , s  )

(10)

For example, to compute the APP P (x k = +1|y)
using the trellis in Figure 5, the branch APPs of the
index pairs (0 0), (1 2), (2 0), and (3 2) have to be
summed over. We may include the demapping operation and seek the conditional LLR L (c k |y) of the code
bit c k :

∀s  ∈S

with the initial value βN (s ) = 1 for all s ∈ S. The term
γk (s k , s k+1 ) can be further decomposed into
γk (s k , s k+1 ) = P (s k+1 |s k ) · p(y k |s k , s k+1 ).

(11)

The transition probability γk (r i , r j ) is zero if the
index pair (i j ) is not in B. For pairs (i j ) from B, the
probability P (s k+1 |s k ) is governed by the corresponding
input symbol x i, j and p(y k |s k , s k+1 ) is governed by the
corresponding output symbol v i, j , i.e.,


γk r i , r j =

 

P x k = x i, j · p y k |v k = v i, j , (i j ) ∈ B,
0,
(i j ) ∈
/ B.
(12)
For example, the term γk (r 0 , r 0 ) for the trellis in
Figure 5 is P (x k = +1) · p(y k |v k = 1.63), but the term
γk (r 0 , r 3 ) is zero. From the channel law (1), i.e.
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1/–

1/0

∀(i j )∈B:x i, j=x

 


αk−1 s  γk−1 s  , s

βk (s ) =

r2

15

r3

–1/–1.63
1/–
0.8
15

▲ 5. A trellis representation of the channel in Figure 4. The states
r0 = (1, 1), r1 = (−1, 1), r2 = (1, −1), r3 = (−1, −1) are the possible contents of the
delay elements in Figure 4. The transitions from a state s k = r i at time k to a
state s k+1 = r j at time k+1 are labeled with the input/output pair x i, j / v i, j .

The term αk (s ) can be computed via the recursion:
αk (s ) =

0.8

k–1

p(s , y ,. . . ,y k−1 ) p(s k+1 , y k |s k ) p(y k+1 ,. . . ,yN |s k+1 ) .





 k 1 
γk (s k ,s k+1 )

15

1/–

r3

–1/–1.63
1/–
0.8
15

0.8

r2

The sequence y in p(s k , s k+1 , y) can be
written as p(s k , s k+1 , (y 1 , . . . , y k−1 ), y k , (y k+1 , . . . , yN )).
Applying the chain rule for joint probabilities, i.e.,
P (a, b ) = P (a)P (b |a), to this expression yields the following decomposition of p(s k , s k+1 , y):

αk (s k )

r3

–1/–1.63

L (c k |y) = ln

P (c k = 0|y)
P (x k = +1|y)
= ln
.
P (c k = 1|y)
P (x k = −1|y)

From (8), (13), and the decomposition of p(s k , s k+1 , y)
it follows that
L (c k |y)
= ln



 
αk (r i ) · γk r i , r j · βk+1 r j


 .
j )∈B:x i, j=−1 αk (r i ) · γk r i , r j · βk+1 r j

∀(i j )∈B:x i, j=+1
∀(i

Finally, the code bit estimates cˆk are computed from
the sign of L (c k |y) as in (5).
Since the forward/backward algorithm is a basic
building block of our turbo equalization setup, we will
give a concise description in terms of matrix operations.
For a trellis with a set of states S let a set of matrices Pk
of dimensions |S| × |S| be defined as
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The process of making hard
decisions on the channel
symbols actually destroys
information pertaining to
how likely each of the possible
channel symbols might
have been.


{Pk }i, j = γk r i , r j ,

(14)

where {·}i, j denotes the entry of a matrix in the i th
row and j th column. Moreover, let the matrices A(x )
be defined for x ∈ {+1, −1} as

{A(x )}i, j =

1, (i j ) is a branch with x i, j = x ,
0, otherwise.
(15)

For example, for the trellis in Figure 5 we find that


1
0
A(+1) = 
1
0

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
1



0
0
0
0
 , A(−1) = 
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0


0
1
.
0
1

Let the matrices Bk (x ) be the componentwise product of A(x ) and Pk . We arrive at the equations in Table
1, which reflect the for ward/backward algorithm
derived in (9)–(13). In particular, the vectors fk and bk
keep track of the quantities αk (s ) and βk (s ). (In a practical implementation of the algorithm, a frequent
renormalization of the vectors is indicated to avoid
numerical underflow. That is, after each step in the
recursion to compute fk and bk , both vectors should be
multiplied with the sum of all |S| entries. Thus, after
normalization, all entries in fk or bk should add up to
one.) The algorithm stated in Table 1 is derived for the

Table 1. Equalization forward/backward algorithm.
Input: Matrices Pk and Bk (x) for k = 1, . . . , N , length-|S|
column vectors fk and bk with f0 and bN initialized to
1 for all entries.
Recursively compute:
fk = Pk−1 fk−1 , k = 1, 2, ...,N ,
bk = PTk bk+1 , k = N − 1,N − 2, ..., 1,
Output: For k = 1, . . . ,N output the LLR
L (c k |y) = ln
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fTk Bk (+1)bk+1
fTk Bk (−1)bk+1

.

situation that the channel is not in any predefined starting or ending state and can be easily modified to
include this information.
Linear Equalization
The computational complexity of the trellis-based
approaches is determined by the number of trellis states,
equal to 2L , that grows exponentially with the number
L of delay elements in the tapped delay line in Figure 4.
This problem is exacerbated with higher-order signal
alphabets. For example, if the symbols x k are from an 8ary alphabet, there are 8L states in the trellis.
In contrast to MAP equalization, linear-filter-based
approaches perform only simple operations on the
received symbols, which are usually applied sequentially
to a subset yk of M observed symbols y k . Suppose this
subset is given by yk = (y k−4 y k−5 . . . y k+6 )T , i.e.,
M = 11. For the considered length-three channel in
this article, the channel law (1) can be expressed in
matrix form yk = H̃xk +nk as


h2
0
yk = 


h1
h2

h0
h1

0 ···

n k−4
+  ...  ,
0


0
h0
..
.

0
0
..
.

···
···
..
.

0
0

0

h2

h1

h0





x k−6

 ·  .. 
.

x k+6
(16)

n k+6
where H̃ is an M ×(M +L ) matrix. The symbols in yk
depend on transmitted symbols in the inter val
{k −d, . . . , k +d} for d = 6. This explains the choice of
the subset yk , which is used to compute estimates x̂ k of
the transmitted symbol x k . We assume that x k , n k , or y k
are zero if k is outside the range {1, 2, ...,N }. Any type
of linear processing of yk to compute x̂ k can be
expressed with the linear (affine) function
x̂ k = fTk yk + b k ,

(17)

where the length M , vector fk , and the scalar b k are
real-valued parameters subject to optimization. Clearly,
this processing model is similar to (1), i.e., there exists
a tapped delay line model similar to that in Figure 4
implementing (17).
The linear model (16) immediately suggests multiplying yk with a vector fk that recovers x k perfectly in
the absence of noise. With noise present an estimate
x̂ k = x k + fTk nk is obtained. This so-called zero-forcing
(ZF) equalizer [18] suffers from “noise enhancement,”
which can be severe if H̃ is ill conditioned. This effect
can be avoided using (linear) minimum mean square
error (MMSE) estimation [28].
A linear MMSE estimator computes x̂ k such that the
mean squared error (MSE) E (|x k − x̂ k |2 ) between x k
and x̂ k is minimized, where E (·) denotes expectation.
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This is achieved by the linear model


x̂ k = E (x k ) + fTk yk − E (yk )
fk = Cov(yk , yk )−1 Cov(yk , x k ),

(18)

which is not purely linear because of the bias terms
E (x k ) and E (yk ). The covariance Cov(a, b) of two column vectors is defined as E (abT )−E (a)E (bT ). Using
(16) we can evaluate fk and E (yk ) from
Cov(yk , yk ) = σ 2 I + H̃Cov(xk , xk )H̃T ,
Cov(yk , x k ) = H̃Cov(xk , x k ),
E (yk ) = H̃E (xk ),

(19)

where I is the M × M identity matrix. The independence assumption on the symbols x k yields that the
covariance Cov(x k , x k  ) between any two different
symbols x k and x k  vanishes. The covariance matrix
Cov(xk , xk ) is therefore diagonal, and Cov(xk , x k ) is
equal to u · Cov(x k , x k ), where u is a column vector
of zeros with the seventh position set to one corresponding to the seventh element x k of xk . The
remaining statistics E (x k ) and Cov(x k , x k ) are
obtained from P (x k )

E (x k ) =
x · P (x k = x ),
∀x ∈{+1,−1}

|x −E (x k )|2 · P (x k = x ).
Cov(x k , x k ) =
∀x ∈{+1,−1}
(20)
The estimates x̂ k are usually not in the symbol
alphabet {+1, −1} and the decision whether +1 or −1
have been transmitted is usually based on the estimation error e k = x k − x̂ k . The distribution p(e k ) of this
error, given the estimator (18), has zero mean and variance Cov(e k , e k ) = Cov(x k , x k )−fTk H̃u [20]. Assuming
furthermore that p(e k ) is Gaussian yields

 
p(e k ) = exp − e k2 /(2 Cov(e k , e k ) / 2π Cov(e k , e k ).

Soft Processing
The equalizer can often provide more information to
the decoder than just the hard decisions (at the cost of
additional storage, processing, and communication),
such as probabilities that x k takes on a particular value
from {+1, −1}. The principle of using probabilities
(soft information) rather than hard decisions is often
referred to as “soft decoding.” This is shown in the
second implementation of receiver B in Figure 1(c), by
indicating that soft information s (·) is flowing along
the edges of the flowgraph.
A natural choice for the soft information s (x k ) about
the transmitted symbols x k are the APPs P (x k |y) or,
similarly, the LLRs L (c k |y) (including demapping),
which are a “side product” of the MAP symbol detector. Also, the (somewhat less complex) Viterbi equalizer may produce approximations of L (c k |y) using, e.g.,
the soft-output Viterbi algorithm [29].
For filter-based equalizers, extracting soft information s (x k ) is more involved [8], [12]. A common
approach is to assume that the estimation error,
e k = x̂ k −x k , is Gaussian distributed with PDF p(e k ).
This approach can apply to other equalization algorithms producing estimates x̂ k as well.
Decoding
The LLRs L (c k |y) can be converted back to probabilities as


exp −c · L (c k |y)

,
P (c k = c |y) =
(21)
1+exp −L (c k |y)
where c ∈ {0, 1}. After deinterleaving P (c k |y) to P (b k |y),
we are faced with the classical problem of decoding a
binary convolutional code with probabilistic input. Let

T
p = P (b 1 |y) P (b 2 |y) ... P (bN |y)
be the set of probabilities input to the decoder. We seek
an efficient MAP decoder computing estimates âk of
the transmitted data bits ak from the LLRs L (ak |p), as
in (5). Such a decoder may again use the
forward/backward algorithm operating on a trellis

The hard decision of x̂ k should be the symbol
x ∈ {+1, −1} maximizing p(e k ) , which
turns out to be the symbol x of closest distance |x − x̂ k | to x̂ k .
r3
1/10
Using the fairly standard IID assumption
0/01
on the symbols x k , we find that
r2
E(x k ) = 0, Cov(x k , x k ) = 1 holds according
1
1/0
0/10
to (20), and we arrive at the standard linear
1/00
MMSE equalizer [18] according to (18):
r1
0/1
1

−1
H̃u.
x̂ = fTk yk , fk = σ 2 I+ H̃H̃T
1
1/1
r
0

It is also possible to (nonlinearly) process
previous estimates to find the x̂ k besides the
linear processing of yk . Such an approach is
also filter-based and called decision-feedback
equalization (DFE) [18].
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k–1

0/00

r3

r2

k

1/10

r3

0/01

r2

1

1/0

r1

r0

r3

1/10
0/01

0/1

0/10
1/00

1

1/11
0/00

r2

1

1/0

0/10
1/00

r1

0/1

r0

1/11
0/00

k+1

1

r1

r0
k+2

▲ 6. A trellis representation of the convolutional code of Figure 2. The trellis
states correspond to the content of the delay elements as
r0 = (0, 0), r1 = (1, 0), r2 = (0, 1) and r3 = (1, 1).
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The process of only passing
“extrinsic information” between
constituent decoders is
essential to the performance
of turbo decoding algorithms.
description for the code, because its encoder in Figure
2 is a tapped delay line similar to that of the channel in
Figure 4. A trellis description of the encoder is given in
Figure 6. The trellis branches are denoted by the tuple
(i, j, ai, j , b 1,i, j , b 2,i, j ), where ai, j is the input bit ak
and (b 1,i, j , b 2,i, j ) are the two output bits (b 2k−1 , b 2k )
belonging to the state transition (s k = r i , s k+1 = r j ). The
set B of valid transitions is the same as for the channel
trellis in Figure 5.
To apply the forward/backward algorithm as in
Table 1, we have to adjust the way in which the matrices Pk and A(x ) are formed. We start by redefining the
transition probabilities γk (s k , s k+1 ) contained in Pk


P (ak = ai, j )·
0,
 

= b 1,i, j |y P b 2k = b 2,i, j |y , (i j ) ∈ B,
(i j ) ∈
/ B.
(22)

γk (r i , r j ) =

P b 2k−1
...

For example, the term γk (r 0 , r 0 ) for the trellis in Figure
6 equals P (ak = 0)P (b 2k−1 = 0|y)P (b 2k = 0|y) , where
P (ak = 0) = 1/2 under the IID assumption on the data
bits. The code bit probabilities follow from (21). The
matrices A(x ) are defined for x ∈ {0, 1} as
100
Data Bit Error Rate

Linear MMSE Equalization

10–2

10–4
MAP or APP Detection
–1.6

0

2

4

6



1, (i j ) is a branch with ai, j = x ,
0, otherwise.

Besides the LLRs L (ak |p) required to compute the
estimates âk , the decoder may compute as well the
LLRs L (b k |p). These LLRs will serve as a priori information for the equalizer forward/backward algorithm
later. They can be computed using the forward/backward algorithm for decoding in Table 2 by simply
changing the definition of the matrices A(x ). The code
bit LLRs L (b 2k−1 |p), k = 1, 2, ..., K are computed by
choosing A(x ) as



1, (i j ) is a branch with b 1,i, j = x ,
A(x ) i, j =
0, otherwise.
The LLRs L (b 2k |p), k = 1, 2, ..., K are computed by
choosing A(x ) as



1, (i j ) is a branch with b 2,i, j = x ,
A(x ) i, j =
0, otherwise.
We arrive at the forward/backward algorithm for
decoding in Table 2. We note that this algorithm uses a
different initialization of the vectors fk and bk , which is
due to the termination of the encoder to the zero state
r 0 at time steps k = 0 and k = K .
The performance of our example communication
scheme, in conjunction with either hard bit estimates
or soft information passed from the equalizer to the
decoder (performing ML decoding), is depicted in
Figure 7. We note the familiar 2-dB gain in SNR when
soft information is used. Unfortunately, the best
scheme (MAP symbol detection and decoding) is still
7.7 dB away from the performance limit at −1.6 dB
SNR at a data error rate of 10−5 .
The unimpressive performance of the separate equalization and decoding strategies exhibited in Figure 7 is
due to a number of independence assumptions in the
derivation of the soft information exchanged. In particular, while computing the APPs P (x k |y) we invoked
the IID assumption on the symbols x k , i.e., all 2N possible sequences x are assumed to be equally likely, i.e.,
P (x) = 1/2N . There are only 2K valid sequences x,
however, each belonging to a particular information
word a. The equalizer in receiver B should therefore
compute the APPs as



p(y|x)P (x)
P x k = x |y =
,
(23)
p(y)
all 2K valid x:x = x
k

8

10

SNR in dB
▲ 7. Performance of separate equalization and decoding
(receiver B) when either hard estimates (dashed lines) or soft
information (solid lines) are passed from the equalizer to the
decoder. The systems transmits K = 512 data bits and uses a
16-random interleaver to scramble N = 1, 024 code bits. The SNR
threshold at –1.6 dB is the lowest SNR for which reliable
transmission is possible.
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A(x ) i, j =

where P (x) = 1/2K for valid x. While this approach
would yield significantly improved performance, the
computational complexity is clearly prohibitive since we
cannot use the trellis-based forward/backward algorithm anymore and must resort to exhaustive search.

Turbo Equalization
A closer look at the way in which the entries in Pk are
formed in (12) in the equalizer forward/backward
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algorithm reveals that they consist of two entries,
that is locally highly correlated. The correlations
namely, p(y k |v k = v i, j ) and P (x k = x i, j ) , where
between neighboring symbols are largely suppressed by
p(y k |v k = v i, j ) can be interpreted as “local” evidence
the use of an interleaver.
about which branch in the trellis was traversed, and
The notation of L (b|p) = For ward/Backward
P (x k = x i, j ) takes on the role of “prior” information,
(L ext (b|y)) will be used for the formation of an output
which accounts for any prior knowledge about the
sequence of LLRs L (b k |p) using the forward/backprobability of any branch in the trellis. In the separate
ward algorithm for decoding as shown in Table 2 using
equalization and decoding strategy given in the previthe LLRs L ext (c k |y) deinterleaved to L ext (b k |y) as a prious section, the equalizer does not have any prior
ori LLRs. We will use the notation L (c|y) =
knowledge available, and the formation of entries in Pk
Forward/Backward (L ext (c|p) for the formation of an
relies solely on the observed data y k . On the other
output sequence of LLRs using the forward/backward
hand, the decoder forms the corresponding entries in
algorithm for the equalizer utilizing the extrinsic LLRs
Pk without any local observations but entirely based on
L ext (b k |p) interleaved to L ext (c k |p) as a priori LLRs.
bitwise probabilities P (b k |y) provided by the equalizer.
We summarize the operations of a turbo equalization
The bitwise probabilities are assembled into prior probscheme in Table 3.
abilities on the branches in (22). In any case, the forWhile this formulation of the turbo equalization algoward/backward algorithm can be abstracted as a device
rithm is based on two forward/backward algorithms,
that takes any observation y and any bitwise prior probability and produces bit-wise APP values. A block diaObservations y
gram building block of the for ward backward
algorithm is given in Figure 8.
a Posteriori
The performance of a forward/backward algorithm
Forward/Backward Probabilities L(b)
can be greatly improved if good a priori information is
Algorithm
available. Since we have two forward/backward algoPrior Probabilities L(a)
rithms, one for equalization and one for decoding, it is
a natural idea to feed back the APP values of the individual bits obtained by one forward/backward algo▲ 8. The forward/backward algorithm as a schematic block
rithm as a priori information to the other. This is the
taking prior probabilities and observations as input and
main idea of turbo equalization. Some caution has to
producing a posteriori probabilities as output.
be exercised when creating the feedback
loop, however. In particular, we have to
avoid creating direct feedback that is too
Observations
strong. This consideration leads to the
Equalizer
y
a Posteriori
notion of extrinsic and intrinsic information.
Probabilities
We showed already that the conditional
Forward/Backward L(c y)
LLR L (ak |y) of the bit ak given the observak
Algorithm
Prior Probabilities
tion y splits into the extrinsic LLR L ext (ak |y)
+
–
Lext(ckp)
of ak contained in y plus the intrinsic LLR
L (ak ). It follows from (7) that L ext (ak |y)
Interleaver
does not depend on L (ak ).
Extrinsic Information
In the case of the for ward/backward
Lext(cky)
Extrinsic
Information
equalization algorithm that outputs
L
(
b

p
)
ext k
L (c k |y), we can apply the same functional
Deinterleaver
relation to separate the two contributions
–
to L (c k |y) into extrinsic information
L ext (c k |y) = L (c k |y)−L (c k ) and intrinsic
Prior Probabilities
+
information L (c k ). In turbo equalization, as
a Posteriori
Decoder
Lext(bky)
Probabilities
in the turbo decoding principle in general,
Forward/Backward
only extrinsic information is fed back, as
L(bkp)
depicted in Figure 9. Feeding back intrinsic
Algorithm
information L (c k ) (included in L (c k |y))
would create direct positive feedback, which
would lead to fast convergence, though typi- ▲ 9. Block diagram of a turbo equalizer. At the center of the turbo equalizer are
cally far from the globally optimal solution.
two forward/backward algorithms that can operate on observations and prior
The interleavers are included into the iter- information about individual bits. Only the extrinsic information is fed back in
ative update loop to further disperse the the iterative loop. The observation input of the forward backward algorithm for
direct feedback effect. In particular, the for- the decoder is grounded to indicate that the decoding algorithm operates on a
ward/backward algorithm creates output priori values alone.
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Table 2. Decoding forward/backward algorithm.
Input: Matrices Pk and Bk (x ) for k = 1, . . . , K ,
length-|S| column vectors fk and bk with
f0 and bK initialized to 0 for all entries
except the first entry being 1.
Recursively compute:
fk = Pk−1 fk−1 , k = 1, 2, ..., K ,
bk = PT
b
, k = K −1, k −2, ..., 1.
k k+1

Data Bit Error Rate

100

10–2
10th
1st

2nd

10–4
–1.6

0

2

0th

4

6

SNR in dB
▲ 10. Performance of turbo equalization after 0, 1, 2, and
10 iterations using APP detection. The system parameters are as
in Figure 7 (K = 512, 16-random interleaver, SNR limit for reliable
transmission: –1.6 dB).

100
Data Bit Error Rate

any pair of equalization and decoding algorithms that
make use of soft information can be used as constituent
algorithms for the turbo equalizer by simply replacing
the operation L (c|y) = Forward/Backward (L ext (c|p))
by another operation, L (c|y) = Equalizer (L ext (c|p)),
where this operation is any equalization algorithm that
can map channel observations and soft inputs from the
decoder into soft outputs to feed back into the decoder.
For example, the linear MMSE equalizer can take
advantage of the a priori LLRs L ext (c k |p) interpreted as
probabilities on the transmitted symbol x k by recomputing E (x k ) and Cov(x k , x k ) according to (20), reestimation of x̂ k via (18), and recomputing of s (x k ).
Just as with the forward/backward equalization algorithm, to avoid short feedback cycles, such computations are typically undertaken under the constraint that
s (x k ) is not a function of L ext (c k |p) at the same index k
[12], [13]. This is equivalent to extracting only the
extrinsic part of the information in the iterative scheme.
We also note that several low-complexity alternatives
for re-estimating x̂ k exist [12]–[14], [30]–[32].
The performance of our communication scheme
using receiver D from Figure 1 (turbo equalization) is
depicted in Figures 10 and Figure 11. We see a significant performance gain over the iterations using either

0th

10–2
10th
1st

2nd

10–4
–1.6

0

2

4

6

SNR in dB
▲ 11. Performance of turbo equalization after 0, 1, 2, and
10 iterations using linear MMSE equalization. The system
parameters are as in Figure 7 (K = 512, 16-random interleaver,
SNR limit for reliable transmission: –1.6 dB).

Output: For k = 1, 2, . . . , K output the LLR
L (ak |p) = ln

fT
B (0)bk+1
k k
fT
B (1)bk+1
k k

.
~
xk

xk

The LLRs L (b k |p) are computed similarly.

nk
h0

h1

h2
yk

Table 3. Turbo equalization algorithm.
xk

~
xk

nk

Input: Channel coefficients h l for l = 0, 1, . . . , L .
Observation sequence y.
A sequence of LLRs L ext (c|p) initialized to 0.
A predetermined number of iterations .

h0

h1

h2
yk

Recursively compute for  iterations: 

L (c|y) = Forward/Backward Lext (c|p)
L ext (c|y) = L (c|y) − L ext (c|p) 

L (b|p) = Forward/Backward Lext (b|y)
L ext (b|p) = L (b|p) − L ext (b|y)

▲ 12. Two equivalent tapped delay line circuits of the channel
model (1) for L = 2 including the precoder x̃ k = x k · x̃ k−1. That is,
the symbols x k are mapped before transmission to the symbols
x̃ k = x k · x̃ k−1. This mapping will not cause a complexity

Output: Compute data bit estimates âk from L (ak |y).

overhead, since there exists a tapped delay circuit including the
precoder still requiring only two delay elements.
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Data Bit Error Rate

100

10–2

20th

10–4

1st
10th

–1.6

0

0th

2nd
2

4

6

SNR in dB
▲ 13. Performance of turbo equalization after 0, 1, 2, and 10
iterations using MAP symbol detection and the precoder
x̃ k = x k · x̃ k−1.The system parameters are as in Figure 7 (K = 512,
16-random interleaver, SNR limit for reliable transmission: –1.6
dB). The line displayed with “x” marks is the performance of the
same system with K = 25, 000 and S random interleaving
(S = 40) after 20 iterations.

the APP detector or the linear MMSE equalizer. We
note that for larger block lengths K , the linear MMSE
equalizer performance approaches that of the APP
detector [12]. The performance is lower bounded by
that of the underlying rate-1/2 code used over an ISIfree channel at the same SNR, however. To improve
(lower) this bound and to approach the performance
limit (we are still 6 dB away at 10−5 BER), we require a
different error-correction code, such as the recursive
inner precoder x̃ k = x k · x̃ k−1 [33], [34] added to the
channel model as shown in Figure 12. Note the
improvement in the lower bound to within 1 dB of the
performance limit and the corresponding improvement
in the turbo equalization algorithm in Figure 13.

Extensions and Concluding Remarks
We see that the turbo equalization approach to reliable
communication over ISI channels is tightly connected to
recent work in turbo codes, LDPC codes, and iterative
decoding algorithms. Just as turbo equalization grew
out of the original turbo decoding algorithm, there are
numerous extensions of the basic turbo equalization
approach in which a wide variety of signal processing
tasks are incorporated into the joint estimation process
[6]–[8], [10]–[14], [35]–[41]. There are a host of additional ways in which to explore the turbo equalization
approach based on explicit graphical models and iterative
estimation algorithms, and we refer the interested reader
to the references mentioned here, the references contained therein and, of course, to the contributions contained in this special section. We hope that this brief
overview of the general concepts and salient features
enables further exploration into this topic that we find to
be both challenging and fascinating.
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